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Campaign Finance and Election Fairness

Lesson Objectives
Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
• W
 hat are the basic rights of a
Canadian citizen?

Students learn voter and political participant rights and
responsibilities:
• Political Process Vocabulary
• Fairness and equity
• The Election Financing Act
• Spending limits

Resources/Materials

Teaching Strategies

• Word Wall Vocabulary Matching Cards

• Vocabulary Matching
• Treasure Hunt Simulation
• Discussion
• Microteaching

• Poster paper and glue
• Quiz and answer key
• Fun Money
• The Election Financing Act and
answer key
• Political Party Description Cards
• Financial Records and Organizer

Activating Strategy
Word Wall: Vocabulary Matching
1. Prior to activity: run off multiple sets of the vocabulary cards (see pages
28-31) so there is one set for each group of students. Cut up each set of
cards, and put each set into an envelope.
2. Create groups of 3-4 students each. Give each group a set of cards, a piece of
poster paper and glue. Ask students to sort and match the cards, and glue
them to the posters. Hang all the posters to create a word wall.
Visual Arts Integration Idea: Replace the pictures provided in the Word Wall
Vocabulary Matching handout with blank paper. Ask students to create their
own illustrations for the vocabulary terms. This variation will provide another
reason for students to explore the word wall as they look at their peers’ artistic
creations, further reinforcing the vocabulary.

Review Quiz
Review concepts related to Manitoba Voter Register, Electoral Divisions and
Effective Representation with the quiz provided (page 5).
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Treasure Hunt Simulation
1. There are two objectives for this game:
• Learn through experience how candidates finance their election
campaigns
• Learn the rules and roles of campaign finance legislation in Manitoba

• Campaign finance legislation exists in most jurisdictions in North America
and in many others worldwide. It is generally concerned with the impact
of money on elections and public policy and is based on the premise that
money is a significant factor in determining electoral success.
• Legislation generally attempts to promote financial equity and fairness.
Some have referred to campaign finance legislation as legislation
designed to create a more level playing field.
• One of the fundamental intentions of Manitoba’s finance legislation (The
Election Financing Act) is to maintain the respect and credibility of
political campaigns and the electoral process in general. Spending limits
and the disclosure of contributions and spending are specific examples of
how the legislation attempts to do this.
3. To prepare for the game, use a photocopier to reproduce fake money
(see page 9 - 13) to create Fun Money for your class. The amounts and
denominations are:
- 100 bills marked A
- 50 bills marked B
- 30 bills marked C
- 19 bills marked D
- 1 bill marked M
4. To start the game, choose five students to be candidates. The job of
the candidates is to raise money to pay for their campaigns in the coming
election.
5. The rest of the students will be contributors.
6. Divide the bills randomly among the contributors so that each student has
the same number of bills, but not necessarily marked with the same
letters. (For example, a group of 25 contributors will receive eight bills
each.)
7. Give the class the following formula so they can calculate the value of their
bills.
NOTE: Students can write the value on the bills, if they like.
D = $1500

B = $250

M = $3000

C = $500
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contributors to donate money to their
campaigns. Candidates must convince
the contributors that they are the best
for the job.
• When all the contributors have
spent their money, the game is over.
Candidates will return to their seats
and count how much money they have
collected using the formula.
• Write the names of the five candidates
on the board and the total dollar
amount they were able to collect
beneath their names.

8. Ask how many students got a total of $800 to spend. Ask who got the
$3000 bill and how much his or her bills add up to.
9. As a class, discuss why they might consider contributing money to a
candidate.
What impact might more money have on the outcome of the election?
10. Now introduce the concept of contribution limits.
In Manitoba, contributors are limited to a combined total of $5,000
in contributions per calendar year to all recipients (contributors can donate
money to as many candidates as they like, but cannot exceed a total of
$5,000). The law also states that only individuals can make contributions
(as opposed to corporations or organizations). The limit is adjusted for
inflation after a general election.
11. Ask the class why they think we have contribution limits.
HINT: It’s about fairness – contribution limits are designed to level the
playing field for all candidates by giving them equal access to funding.
12. Tell students that for the purpose of this game, the $5,000 contribution
limit will apply to them as well. They can spend all their money, or if they
feel that none of the candidates are worthy, they do not have to donate
any money at all.
13. Discuss the outcome:
Were some students better at fundraising than others? Did friendships play a
role?
Were any deals struck?
Do candidates who have more money to spend have an advantage over other
candidates?
Is this system fair? How might the system be changed to level the playing
field?
HINT: A limit on how much candidates are allowed to spend on their
campaigns might help level the playing field. In Manitoba, there are election
spending limits for political parties and candidates.

Acquiring Strategy
Microteaching
1. Divide the class into pairs.
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2. Assign each group one question from The Election Financing Act questions
handout (see page 14).
3. Ask questions related to fairness in the system. Detailed answers can be
found in The Election Financing Act on the Elections Manitoba website
(www.electionsmanitoba.ca).
4. Ask students to cite the appropriate section in The Election Financing Act,
interpret and summarize the section and provide one example to help
their peers understand the concept more clearly.
5. Have each pair teach the answer to their question to the class.
6. Then have each pair give a copy of their question and answer to you and
create a single notes guide which can be given to the class for reference
purposes (see page 15 for answer key).

Applying Strategy
NOTE: This activity can take place over one class period or over several.
1. Divide the class into groups of two to three students.
2. H
 ave each group represent a political party (see appendix for Political
Party Description Cards).
3. H
 ave each group plan a campaign using the spending limits and
information provided on their description cards.
4. H
 ave students research local advertising agencies, printing companies etc.
and come up with exactly how much they can do according to the amount
of money they receive as a campaign budget.
5. Tell students to keep a financial diary and track expenses and purchases.
6. A
 s a group, have students create a wish list that includes all the different
things they would like to spend their money on for their campaign.
7. T hen ask students to prioritize their list by selecting what has the most
value for the least amount of cost.
8. H
 ave students select their methods and come up with a final number for
the total expenses.
9. A
 sk each political party to present their plans to the class and show
students how their campaign would roll out if they were really running in
the election.

Ask students to record their insights on
a piece of paper. Discuss responses as a

Debriefing

class or hand in for marks.

1. A
 sk students to think about what they learned from this activity in terms
of size of the electoral division, number of voters on the list, budgeting and
fairness.
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1. What does MLA stand for?

2. What are the main responsibilities of an MLA?

3. What is a political party?

4. How are political parties created?

5. What is the definition of a candidate?

6. How does the creation of the Manitoba Voter Register (voters list) affect candidates and political parties?

7. How many registered political parties do we have in Manitoba?

8. Name four political parties that are registered in Manitoba.
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9. The Chief Electoral Officer is not allowed to vote in provincial elections. (Circle your answer.)
True or False
10. What are the three requirements to be a voter?

11. What is an electoral division?

12. How many electoral divisions do we have in Manitoba?

13. The election official who registers voters by adding their names to the voters list is called the
_______________________.

14. Two MLAs are elected to represent each electoral division. (Circle your answer.)
True or False
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1. What does MLA stand for?
• Member of the Legislative Assembly
2. What are the main responsibilities of an MLA?
• To represent the residents in their electoral division in the legislature
• To support or disagree with proposals put forward by government
3. What is a political party?
• A political party is a group of people who are organized to support candidates during elections. Candidates
associated with political parties will share similar views on issues.
4. How are political parties created?
• Anyone can create a political party at any time. To be officially recognized as a political party in Manitoba, the party
must register with Elections Manitoba.
5. What is the definition of a candidate?
• A candidate is someone who wants to be elected as a Member of the Legislative Assembly. Some candidates belong
to political parties while others do not. Candidates that don’t belong to political parties are called independent
candidates.
6. How does the creation of the Manitoba Voter Register (voters list) affect candidates and political parties?
• The number of people on the voters list will affect the amount of money political parties and candidates can spend
during the election campaign.
7. How many political parties do we have in Manitoba?
• Seven (as of September 2019; see www.electionsmanitoba.ca for a current list)
8. Name four political parties that are registered in Manitoba.
• See www.electionsmanitoba.ca
9. The Chief Electoral Officer is not allowed to vote in provincial elections. (Circle your answer.)
• True
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10. What are the three requirements to be a voter?
• A Canadian citizen
• 18 years of age and older
• A resident of Manitoba for at least six months prior to election day
11. What is an electoral division?
• For provincial elections, Manitoba is divided into 57 geographic areas called electoral divisions. Each electoral
division has about 22,000 people and elects one MLA. This distribution of MLAs ensures fair and equal
representation for the citizens of Manitoba.
12. How many electoral divisions do we have in Manitoba?
• 57
13. The election official who registers voters by adding their names to the voters list is called the:
• registration agent
14. Two MLAs are elected to represent each electoral division. (Circle your answer.)
• False: One MLA is elected to represent each electoral division.
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your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

A

your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

A

your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

A

your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN
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your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

A

your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

A

your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

A

your power to choose fun money - a dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

A
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TF U
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your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

B

your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

B

your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

B

your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN
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your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

B

your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

B

your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

B

your power to choose fun money - b dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

B
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your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

C

your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

C

your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

C

your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN
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your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

C

your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

C

your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

C

your power to choose fun money - c dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

C
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your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

D

your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

D

your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

D

your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN
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your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

D

your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

D

your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

D

your power to choose fun money - d dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN

D
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your power to choose fun money - m dollars

$
FEF5781685 25495317 XX 484141 CAN
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Each pair will research one question on the Elections Manitoba website: www.electionsmanitoba.ca
1.

Who can make a contribution in Manitoba?

2.

Is there any limit on contributions that can be made in a calendar year to a political party or
candidate?If yes, what is the limit?

3.

What is a fundraising event?

4.

What is a candidacy period?

5.

What is the limit on advertising expenses that can be incurred by a registered political party during the
pre-election period?

6.

How are the election expenses for candidates calculated?

7.

How is the limit calculated for the candidates’ advertising expenses?

8.

Which returns do parties have to file under The Election Financing Act?

9.

For how many years do political entities have to keep their records on file?

10. What is the eligibility requirement for a candidate to obtain reimbursement of election expenses?
11. What is the penalty for candidates who exceed their spending limit?
12. When is a fundraising event not counted as a contribution?
13. What is a contribution?
14. What is a non-monetary contribution?
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Each pair will research one question on the Elections Manitoba website: www.electionsmanitoba.ca
Note: <> represents the sub section in The Election Financing Act
1. Who can make a contribution in Manitoba?
• See section 33
2. Is there any limit on contributions that can be made in a calendar year to a political party or
candidate?If yes, what is the limit?
• See sections 34(1) & (3)
3. What is a fundraising event?
• See section 115
4. What is a candidacy period?
• See section 115
5. What is the limit on advertising expenses that can be incurred by a registered political party during
the pre-election period?
• See sections 58(1), 57 & 59(1) & (2), Definition: 115
6. How are the election expenses for candidates calculated?
• See section 52(1)
7. How is the limit calculated for the candidates’ advertising expenses?
• See section 52(2)
8. Which returns do parties have to file under The Elections Finances Act?
• See sections 62(1)1(a-c), 62(1)2 & 62(2)
9. For how many years do political entities have to keep their records on file?
• See sections 72(1), 86(4)(e)
10. What is the eligibility requirement for a candidate to obtain reimbursement of election expenses?
• See section 74(1)
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What is the penalty for candidates who exceed their spending limit?

• See sections 73(2), 74(2)
12.

When is a fundraising event not counted as a contribution?

• See section 32(6)
13.

What is a contribution?

• See section 32(1)
14.

What is a non-monetory contribution?

• See section 32(1)
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Electoral Division: Fort Whyte
Number of Registered Voters: 14,542
Advertising Spending Limit: $8,400
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $40,800
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Electoral Division: Southdale
Number of Registered Voters: 15,550
Advertising Spending Limit: $9,000
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $43,700
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Electoral Division: Roblin
Number of Registered Voters: 14,265
Advertising Spending Limit: $8,250
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $40,100
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Electoral Division: Seine River
Number of Registered Voters: 14,686
Advertising Spending Limit: $8,500
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $41,200
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Electoral Division: Steinbach
Number of Registered Voters: 12,934
Advertising Spending Limit: $7,500
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $36,300
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Electoral Division: Thompson
Number of Registered Voters: 10,414
Advertising Spending Limit: $6,000
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $29,200
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Party Name:
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Electoral Division: Tuxedo
Number of Registered Voters: 14,778
Advertising Spending Limit: $8,500
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $41,500
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Party Name:
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Electoral Division: Kildonan-River East
Number of Registered Voters: 14,778
Advertising Spending Limit: $8,500
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $41,500
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,
billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.

Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Electoral Division: Kewatinook
Number of Registered Voters: 10,081
Advertising Spending Limit: $5,800
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $45,100
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,
billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.

Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Electoral Division: Burrows
Number of Registered Voters: 11,225
Advertising Spending Limit: $6,500
Overall Spending Limit (includes advertising limit): $31,500
How will your party advertise? Examples: brochures, television, posters,

billboards, radio, internet, newspapers, fundraisers etc.
Note: Use the “Financial Records and Organizer” (see appendix) to help
organize your ideas and thoughts. Record all decisions and costs in this
table as this will represent your financial records.
1. F irst create a wish list of all the different ways you would like to advertise
and run your campaign.
2. For each item on your wish list, estimate the cost.
3. R
 esearch local newspapers, tv stations, radio stations, printers etc. to
come up with the actual cost.
4. R
 ank the list based on the value of the item (cost efficient and effective
media).
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Wish List
Cost per Item
Quantity
				

Example:
Brochures

250
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Actual Cost

$250.00
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Item ’s Value
or Importance

Selection
Yes/No

Must have!

Yes!

Total Cost

$250
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VOTER INFORMATION CARD
Just before an election, Elections Manitoba mails this to all citizens who are on the voters list.
It has all the information voters need on election day: date and times of the election; address of the voting
station; and contact information if they have questions. The card also confirms the person is registered to vote.

REGISTER OF VOTERS
This is an official record of the names of all citizens who meet the criteria to be eligible to vote in elections.
This is the foundation of free and fair elections. It is often called the voters list.

MLA
This means Member of the Legislative Assembly.
Every four years, voters in each of the 57 electoral divisions in Manitoba elect one representative. That person
becomes the voice of their constituents in the provincial government, or the Member of the Legislative
Assembly.
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EFFECTIVE REPRESENTATION
This is when the number of people elected to a government is fair for citizens and efficient for government.
Manitoba has over 1.2 million people and is divided into 57 electoral divisions. Each division has a similar number
of people – about 22,000. And each division elects one MLA to the provincial government.
This ratio – one MLA to 22,000 people – is big enough for the government to be efficient. It’s also small enough
for MLAs to get to know the needs of their constituents, and to have an effective voice in government. This ratio
ensures all Manitobans are represented fairly and equitably, wherever they live in the province.

ELECTORAL DIVISIONS
Manitoba is divided into 57 of these geographic areas for provincial elections. Each area has about 22,000 people
and elects one MLA.
This ratio of one MLA to every 22,000 people, or constituents, ensures fair and effective representation for the
citizens of Manitoba.

DEMOCRACY
This means “rule by the people.” This term comes from the ancient Greek word demokratia.
demos = people
kratos = power
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CONSTITUENTS
These are the people, or citizens, who politicians represent in government.
They include every person who lives in an electoral division: people who vote; people who choose not to vote;
children and youth; even people who are not eligible to vote.
In Manitoba, the elected representative for an electoral division is called a Member of the Legislative Assembly.

CANDIDATE
This is a person who runs in an election and wants to be the government representative for an area.
This person may or may not belong to a political party. If they are not connected to a party they are known as an
independent.

VOUCHING
This is a way to have someone else confirm your identity.
This happens during elections when a person who is on the voters list wants to vote, but does not have proper ID.
Another person from the same electoral division (who does have ID) can sign an oath to confirm the identity of
the person with no ID.
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REGISTRATION AGENTS
These are temporary employees who are hired by Elections Manitoba during elections.
Their job is to make sure the names of all eligible voters are on the voters list. They visit areas where people move
often. They may also set up booths in public places, or at community events to help people register to vote.

VOTER TURNOUT
The percentage of eligible voters who cast ballots in an election.
One of the best ways for governments to know if citizens are taking part in elections is to analyze these numbers.

MANITOBA LEGISLATIVE ASSEMBLY
This is the group of 57 MLAs who make up the provincial government.
MLAs are elected by voters every four years to create and pass laws.
The building where they work in Winnipeg is called the Manitoba Legislative Building, or the Legislature.
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